X1 DISCOVERY RELEASES VERSION 3.0 OF X1 SOCIAL DISCOVERYTM
Leading Investigative Technology for Social Media Content,
Now Addresses Data from YouTube, Web Capture, Web Crawl & Webmail
PASADENA, Calif. --(November 14, 2012)-- X1 Discovery, Inc., the leading provider of social media
discovery software, today announced the release of version 3.0 of X1 Social Discovery, the
investigative solution designed exclusively for the capture and analysis of social media content, now
provides eDiscovery and computer forensics professionals the ability to collect data from websites,
YouTube videos, and webmail, all within the same investigative work-flow as their social media
content.
Major highlights of X1 Social Discovery’s version 3 are its ability to ingest and index data from a wide
variety of sources, such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, website collection and scheduled
crawling from websites, and webmail like Gmail, Yahoo and AOL. X1 Social Discovery continues to
support best practices through read-only collection, creation of MD5 hash values and preserves
metadata for all items collected. X1 Social Discovery provides an intuitive search and ECA interface
which allows for the instantaneous searching of up to millions of social media and web items using
our patented and award winning “fast as you type” search.
“X1 Discovery is committed to providing the most advanced computer investigative technology, to aid
law enforcement, law firms, consultants, corporations and government entities with the burgeoning
mounds of potential evidence available from social media networks and websites,” stated Brent Botta,
Vice President of Development & Product Management, at X1 Discovery. Botta continues, “we pride
ourselves in having produced the first and only effective solution for social media investigations and
eDiscovery, and now added YouTube video capture, webmail and web capture capabilities, without
compromising the lightning fast speed, defensibility and scalability our customers depend on.”
Enhancements to X1 Social Discovery include the following:
Web Capture & Web Crawl
X1 Social Discovery has the ability to conduct single-page web capture and multiple-page web crawl,
while adding this data to the overall collection so that it can be can searched and reviewed alongside
the rest of the social media content.
YouTube Video Download
X1 Social Discovery can also capture entire YouTube videos and the metadata associated with the
video.
Webmail Connector – IMAP
X1 Social Discovery’s webmail connector indexes any email box which uses IMAP configuration, with
pre-set collection options for Gmail, Yahoo and AOL.
MapIt Geolocation & Geo-fencing
View a map that displays geolocation data with the location, name and status update of the Facebook
or Twitter user. Geo-fence searching allows the examiner to create a perimeter for a real-world
geographic area and filter any items indexed with Geo-Data that fall within that area.
X1 Social Discovery is now available for sale through the X1 Discovery website at an introductory
price of $945 per seat annually. Certified training is available through the National White Collar Crime
Center.
For more information about this product, visit www.x1discovery.com/social_discovery.html or contact
Cathryn Goodman by phone at 626-229-3071 or by email at info@x1discovery.com.

About X1 Discovery, Inc.
X1 Discovery offers next generation eDiscovery and enterprise search solutions specifically designed
for IT, electronic discovery and legal professionals. Built upon the market leading X1 Search
Technology for business professionals, X1 Discovery delivers eDiscovery that provides a platform for
social media eDiscovery and effectively supports investigations of cloud-based data.
Follow X1 Discovery on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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